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fathers and grandfathers on June 17

BWA to present awards to teachers
for “services rendered” on June 3

M

EMBERS OF THE WHM
Buddhist Women’s Association will be presenting
special awards at the Awards Sunday service on June 3. The service
begins at 8:00 a.m. Annually, members of the BWA recognize teachers and organists who have donated their services
to the temple. All students, teachers, parents, and members
are invited to attend this special day.

S

TUDENTS AND TEACHERS
of the Dharma School would
like to invite all fathers and
grandfathers to join them for Sunday Service on June 17, Father’s
Day, beginning at 8 a.m. Following the service,
members of the Dharma School will serve brunch.
Sandra Hirata, Dharma School Co-Director said,
“We would like to see all fathers, grandfathers,
mothers, grandmothers, and children join us at
the brunch.”

Summer Fun to begin on June 5; Caution: Children at Play



EMBERS AND VISITORS
need to be extra careful
when on temple grounds
because the WHM Annual Summer Fun program will be in session beginning on Tuesday, June
5, and ends on Friday, July 20. Please drive carefully and
watch for children at play.
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A message from Reverend Shinkai Murakami
Resident Minister – Wailuku Hongwanji Mission
The following article was submitted into two parts—Part 1 can be
found in the May issue and Part 2 will be in this issue

St. Shinran — Founder of Jodo Shinshu Buddhism
(Part 2)

Namo Amida Butsu
After leaving Mt. Hiei, St. Shinran went to the Rokkaku-do
Temple in Kyoto to undergo 100 days of meditation. Near the end
of the 100 days, on his 95th day, he dreamt that Bodhisattva Avolokitesvara appeared and told him, "You may marry, and I will be
inside the female. So, I will guide you on the path of truth." He also
received other messages; and following these messages, St. Shinran began eating meat and fish and later married Lady Eshin-ni.
In another dream, Prince Shotoku recommended that he go to see
St. Honen at Yoshimizu village to learn about the Nembutsu.
Following Prince Shotoku's advice, St. Shinran went to visit
St. Honen. The more he listened to St. Honen, the more he began
to realize that Nembutsu's guidance was truly the way to salvation
by Amida, and it is the voice of the Buddha calling all sentient beings. St. Shinran was so impressed with St. Honen's messages
that he concluded that, "This is what I was looking for, and this is
the true guidance of the Buddha and salvation." The seed of Jodo
Shinshu was planted.
Gradually, the Nembutsu teachings gained popularity within
the community. Many of the other Buddhist schools and the government were envious of the growing influence of the Nembutsu
teaching within the community. After an incident in which several
priests were caught with court maids, the government executed
several priests and had others exiled to faraway lands. While St.
Shinran was not involved in any of the activities related to the
court, he was stripped of his title of priest and exiled to Echigo
(Niigata). Meanwhile his teacher, St. Honen was sent to Shikoku.
Both received pardons from the government after approximately
five years. However, St. Shinran would never again meet his
mentor. St. Honen passed on before he could meet with St. Shinran.
While in exile in Echigo, St. Shinran continued to spread the
Nembutsu among the local people. He was no longer an "official"
priest. Perhaps this "non-priest" status helped him to gain acceptance among the people as he taught that Buddha's compassion
and salvation was for all, not just for priests and the elite. He
stressed that Amida Buddha does not discriminate whether one is
male or female, rich or poor, young or old but his compassion
extends to all human beings. Central to St. Shinran's teachings
was that, "All sentient beings will be saved by Amida Buddha's
infinite wisdom and compassion."
Following his release from exile, still forbidden to return to
Kyoto, St. Shinran settled in the Kanto region just north of present
day Tokyo. He continued spreading the Nembutsu teaching. His
teachings were a refreshing source of encouragement and hope
to the people as it helped them to cope with the difficulties in their

daily lives. When his teachings became accepted and established
in the Kanto area, St. Shinran asked his son, Zenran, to look after
the Kanto region sangha. In his 60's he returned to Kyoto.
Upon his return to Kyoto, St Shinran completed the "KyoGyo-Shin-Sho,” Teaching, Practice, Faith, and Enlightenment,
which continues to be the foundation of Jodo Shinshu teaching.
In his work, he quoted the writings of other great Jodo Shinshu
teachers. He concurred with the masters who all agreed that the
Nembutsu serves not only as a guide to enable us to experience
true peace and serenity in our lives and also enables us to be
reborn into the Pure Land of Amida.
St. Shinran passed away over 750 years ago at the age of
90. He lived in a much different era than we are living in today.
Yet, many of the conditions that existed then are still present to
this day. Although the problems may differ, both back then and
today, people lived with stresses and problems on a daily basis.
In St. Shinran's time, epidemics and food shortages were probably of greater concern in the daily lives of the citizenry. In our society, financial difficulties and stresses associated with being successful are probably a greater source of stress. Today, as it was
back then, our sense of pride and our ego is at the root of many
of our problems.
Surveys in recent years have shown that a greater number of
people are showing less interest in religion. People say Sunday is
their only day off, they are busy with children's activities, or they
need to rest to relieve the stresses of their daily life. Religion,
however, may actually provide the spiritual support needed to help
us to reflect upon ourselves. By listening to the Buddha Dharma
and accepting problems as they are, we are able to see our problems from a different perspective. We are thus better able to solve
or cope with the difficulties that we face.
St. Shinran expressed his true mind in the "Tan ni sho" by expressing the following, "When I carefully consider the Vow which
Amida brought fourth after five kalpa's contemplation, I find it was
solely for me, Shinran, alone. So, how gracious is the Original Vow
of Amida who resolved to save me, possessed of many karmic
sins!" How wonderful it is that despite our individual faults, Amida
in his infinite wisdom and compassion has promised us salvation.
Thank you, Amida Buddha. Thank you, St. Shinran, for delivering
Amida's message.
Namo Amida Butsu
Friend of the Dharma

Deadline for submitting information for publication is the 15th of the month
prior to the publication date.
The Wailuku Hongwanji Mission, 1828 Vineyard Street, Wailuku, HI
96793, publishes the newsletter monthly. Phone: 244-0406. The opinions
written by individual contributors are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Wailuku Hongwanji Mission.
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Names needed for Keiro kai (Ceremony for Respecting the Aged)

T

HE 120TH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE IS SEEKING
the names of temple
members who will be 80
years of age or older by the
year 2019—that means members who were born in the Year
1939 or before. The committee
would like to recognize these members at the 120th Anniversary Service and Brunch, which will be held on October 20,
2019 at the Wailuku Hongwanji social hall.
KEIRO literally means “respecting the aged,” and KAI
means “Ceremony.” The Committee would like to set aside
a time when these members are recognized and where the
membership may express gratitude and show appreciation
for their longtime contribution to the temple at a ceremony.
In order to recognize the members, the Committee
needs the names. Please complete the form that is attached
to this newsletter and return it to the office.

Honpa Hongwanji to hold Joint Conference on September 1-3, 2018

H

ONPA HONGWANJI MISSION OF HAWAII WILL
BE holding a joint conference at the Ala Moana Hotel on September 1-3, 2018. The theme for the conference is Embrace Change—Harmony (Accept Differences)
Keynote speaker for the conference is Lt Governor Doug
Chin. The conference will bring together on one weekend:
 the Buddhist Women’s Association Conference,
 the Lay Convention,
 the Ministers’ Spouses’ Meeting,
 the Jr. YBA Meeting, and
 the Dharma Educators’ Conference.
Each temple should select their lay representatives early
so that their members may register for the conference and
reserve a room. All Hongwanji members are welcome to
register and attend the conference, even if they are not attending one of the meetings. There will be a broad range of
Dharma-centered workshops in which they can participate.’
The Lay Convention attendees will meet on Saturday,
September 1, from 1 – 4 p.m. On Saturday evening, the
Dharma Educators, Jr. YBA, Ministers’ Spouses, and BWA
Federation Board will hold their meetings. The BWA Conference will be held on Sunday, September 2, from 9 a.m. – 12
p.m. Throughout the three days, various workshops will be
held in which attendees may participate.
Wailuku Hongwanji Buddhist Temple is entitled to 4 Lay
delegates. Representing Wailuku Hongwanji at the Lay
Convention component of the joint conference will be Danny
Topp, Ed Tamori, Paul Gushiken, and Susan Gushiken.

“Hatsubon” (first Obon) services to be
held on August 3, and August 4



HE WHM “HATSUBON” SERVICES WILL BE HELD
on Friday, August 3 and Saturday, August 4,
beginning at 6:45 p.m. The list of the deceased has
been divided into two groups as shown below. Families who
may have other commitments and need to change the date of
the service should contact the office at 244-0406 as soon as
possible.
Friday, August 3, 2018
Gary Yoshimori (SHO SHIN)
July 19, 2017
Kazuichi Hamasaki (ZEN JITSU IN
SHAKU WA DO)
September 4, 2017
June Sadako Kanada (JO SHIN)
October 26, 2017
Patricia Tomie Mainaga (KO RAKU)
November 8, 2017
Joyce Barbara Baker (SHO JO)
November 18, 2017
Jerel Tomio Nikaido (ZEN YU)
December 17, 2017
Roy Shoji Yashiro (SHO DO)
December 19, 2017
Patsy Fukue Ouchi (MYO FUKU)
December 29, 2017
Haruye Imai (SHUN KO)
January 5, 2018
Jane Tsutae Kurisu (CHI GI)
January 13, 2018
Saturday, August 4, 2018
Kazuo Sugiki (HOKYO IN SHAKU CHI
SHO)
August 6, 2017
Torio Nishida (KU DOKU)
November 27, 2017
Kiyoko Komatsu (SHO JO)
January 27, 2018
Harry Nobuyuki Furomoto (JO GYO)
March 14, 2018
Betty Ritsuko Oura (DAI CHI)
March 28, 2018
Tracy Masayuki Takayama (SHO GAN)
April 1, 2018
Kaname Okamoto (SAI SHO)
April 2, 2018
Hiroshi Oishi (KO NEN)
April 3, 2018
Molly Ayano Tokunaga (JU KO)
April 5, 2018
Millie Aiko Tamashiro (JI ON)
April 13, 2018
Ayako Marunaka (WA JUN)
April 14, 2018
“Hatsubon” literally means first Obon. It is the first anniversary since the last Obon. Hatsubon then is an opportunity for
family and friends to come together and reflect on how their
loved one’s existence continues to embrace us through their
thoughts, words, and deeds. For the Hatsubon family and
friends, or for that matter all of us, because death has touched
each and every one of us, the realization of impermanence of
the physical body leads us to a better understanding that your
loved one’s life is continuing to work and influence you. As you
reflect on the pain of the loss of our loved ones, we come to the
realization that we should live each day and savor every moment for we don’t know what tomorrow or the next moment will
hold. The pain of your loss will always remain in your hearts but
also the good times and fond memories of your loved one will
continue to be a part of you.
As we partake of the Obon festivities, we should also reflect upon the Truth of our existence, the Truth that our loved
ones are continuing to influence and take effect upon our
present lives. Obon is a time to express our gratitude for being
given those conditions to live this life. And this is why, in our
tradition of Jodo Shinshu, we call Obon, Kangi-e, or Gathering
of Joy for it is an act of Namu Amida Butsu.
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Affiliate organizations
Buddhist Women’s News
Janet Kubota, Reporter

BWA to hold meeting on May 27

B

ECAUSE THE NEWSLETTER IS MAILED LATE IN
May, BWA members are reminded that a meeting
will be held on Sunday, May 27, following the Family Day Service. On the agenda will be discussion on the
Award Day presentation and preplanning for the upcoming
excursion in June.

BWA to participate in Dharma School
awards program on June 3

B

WA MEMBERS WILL BE PARTICIPATING IN THE
Dharma School Awards Sunday program on June 3,
beginning at 8 a.m. Gifts of appreciation to the
school teachers will be presented for their efforts and dedication to propagate Shin Buddhist teachings to our youngsters.
In addition, a BWA Educational Scholarship will be presented, along with the Kunisaki Scholarships.
In charge of refreshments are Frances Teshima, Stella
Kuwae, Yoshiko Fujiwara, Sandy Matsuda, Pat Matsumoto,
and Nancy Shimoda.

BWA members visit Roselani Place;
attend assembly; hold successful
SPAMania on April 28

B

WA MEMBERS ATTENDED THEIR ANNUAL
MAUI United Buddhist Women’s Association
Spring Assembly at Kahului Hongwanji Buddhist
Temple on April 28. Before attending the Assembly, members visited temple members and friends at The Roselani
Place. At the Assembly, Jr. YBA members assisted BWA
members in constructing a Spam Eiffel Tower, a Pyramid,
and BWA lettering using 332 cans of Spam donated by BWA
members from Kahului, Lahaina, Lanai, Makawao, and Wailuku temples. The Spam was donated to the Maui Food
Bank. Arigato to temple members for their generous donation to the SPAMania.

Members plan Monday excursion to
Kihei on June 25

B

WA MEMBERS WILL TAKE A FUN OUTING TO
Kihei on Monday, June 25, with lunch being served
at Three’s Bar and Grill. Lunch menu and cost will be
discussed at the May 27th meeting. After lunch and fellowship, members will spend a leisurely afternoon shopping in
the Kihei area. Bus transportation will be available; bus will
depart from the temple at 10:30 a.m. A bus donation of $2
will be collected at boarding.

Bus transportation will be available; pick up time will be
announced at a later date. A bus donation of $2 will be collected at boarding.

Matsuda says arigato for supporting
the Maui Matsuri

S

ANDY MATSUDA WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS her
appreciation to the BWA members for their support in
making the Maui Matsuri a huge success. She said,
“Arigato for your help in cleaning, cutting, and packing the
green onions, bean sprouts, and pork hash and for packing
the chow fun on Saturday, May 5.

BWA invited to Kupuna Aloha Luncheon set for July 28

B

WA MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE
Annual Kupuna Aloha Luncheon on Saturday, July
28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Grand Wailea Hotel.
The event is sponsored by the Maui Senior Citizen P&CC
(Planning and Coordinating Council). The cost for the luncheon is $38 per person. The BWA will subsidize $18 and
the $2 donations, so your cost is $20. The deadline to purchase tickets is Friday, June 22.
Free bus transportation will be available. The bus will
depart from the temple at a time TBA.

Kubota seeks keiro kai members

P

RESIDENT JANET KUBOTA WOULD LIKE THE
names of members and their spouses who are 80
years of age or older. Because getting the date of
birth of our members is confidential, the 120th Anniversary
Committee has to depend on members to provide us with
names. Please give your name and the spouse’s name to
Janet. A list is being compiled.

Vendor space offered to affiliate organizations for Autumn Craft Fair

S

HARON HIGA WOULD LIKE TO INVITE AFFILIATE
organizations to reserve their vendor spaces for the
annual Buddhist Women’s Association Autumn Craft
and Food Fair, which will be held on Saturday, October 27.
They should contact her at 281-2386 to reserve a space.
Affiliate organizations will be given priority in reserving their
booth.
BWA IMPORTANT DATES
June 7, 2018
Groups 1 and 6
June 20, 2018
ACCW – Team #6
June 21, 2018
Groups 3 and 5
July 5, 2018
Group 2 and 4
July 18, 2018
ACCW – Team #1
July 22, 2018
General Cleanup
July 23, 2018
Omigaki
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Gakuen (Japanese Language
School) News
Gakuen registration set for June 9

R

EGISTRATION FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN attending the Japanese Language School will be held on
Saturday, June 9, from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. Classes for the
2018 – 2019 school year are scheduled to begin on Monday,
August 6. Parents should contact the temple office at 244-0406
to register their children as soon as possible so school supplies
may be ordered.

Dharma School News
Sandra Hirata, Reporter

Tom Shuster to MC Awards Sunday
on June 3

T

OM SHUSTER WILL BE THE MASTER OF Ceremonies at the Awards Sunday Service on June 3, which
begins at 8 a.m. Donna Ikeuchi will ring the kansho
bell and Benjamin Komine will read the aspiration. Karsten Shishido, Takashi Lea, and Travler Godfrey will welcome members
and visitors to the service and do the collection of offerings. In
addition to the awards, recognition will be given to everyone
whose birthday is from January 1 through May 31.

Jr. YBA (Young Buddhist Association)
members to host Sunday Service on
June 10



EMBERS OF THE JR. YBA WILL HOST THE Jr.
YBA Sunday Service on June 10, beginning at 8
a.m. Jr. YBA members will be assigned to conduct the service. Director Sandra Hirata encourages Dharma
School students to attend and support the Jr. YBA members.

Adult volunteers to lead Sunday Service; Dharma School students to host
Father’s Day Brunch on June 17

A

N ADULT VOLUNTEER WILL BE THE MASTER of
Ceremonies at the Sunday (Father’s Day) Service on
June 17, beginning at 8 a.m. Stanley Okamoto will
ring the kansho bell. Greeting members and visitors,
reading of aspiration, and collecting of offertory will be assigned to adult volunteers. Dharma School parent, Laurie Fukushima-Tsai, will share a story in a powerpoint presentation
Dharma School students would like to invite everyone, especially the fathers and grandfathers to the social hall after the
service for a delicious brunch prepared by the teachers, parents, and students in the Dharma School program.

Nelson Okumura to be guest speaker
at Family Service set for June 24

N

ELSON OKUMURA WILL BE THE guest
speaker at the Family Service on June 24, beginning at 8 a.m. An adult volunteer will be the

Master of Ceremonies. Stanley Okamoto will ring the
kansho bell. Greeting members and visitors, reading
of aspiration, and collecting of offertory will be assigned to adult volunteers.

120th Anniversary News
120th Committee selected to plan celebration

M

EMBERS OF THE 120TH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE has been appointed by Event Chair Michael Munekiyo and is listed below:

Event Chair
Event Advisor (115th Chair)
Program Schedule Coordinator
Program Booklet
Keirokai Members
Gift for Keirokai Members
Publicity & Invitations
120th Anniversary Project
Project Fundraising Committee
120th Anniversary Temple Service
Luncheon
Entertainment & Games

Michael Munekiyo
Gary Murai
Danny Topp
Frank Hamasaki
Sharon Higa
Pat Tomita
Janet Kubota
Ronald Fukumoto
Michael Munekiyo
Joyce Tamori
Reverend Murakami
George Okamoto
Paul Gushiken
Sandy Matsuda

Event Chair Munekiyo would like temple members to
reserve Sunday, October 20, 2019 on their calendar for
the 120th Anniversary Celebration. As plans are finalized,
information will be provided to the membership.
Currently, a list of keirokai members are being developed. Because getting the names of temple members
who are over the age of 80 is difficult, the committee is
depending on members to provide name (spouse, too if
over 80), of keirokai members.
The 120th Anniversary Committee has tentatively identified two (2) projects which would be a part of the celebration. The first project is the completion of the handicapped
accessible restroom facility in the temple building, which is
currently in the permit phase of project development. This
project was a dream of the late Mr. Kazuo Sugiki. We
honor and express gratitude to the Late Mr. Sugiki and the
Sugiki Family for their vision and contribution to this
project. The Committee will initiate the 120 Anniversary
fundraising campaign to complete the project. The Committee would also like to fund raise to complete the purchase of our solar photovoltaic system which was installed
on our campus rooftops a few years ago. More information about the Committee’s fund drive for these projects
will be forthcoming.
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Boy Scouts News
Shelley Pellegrino, Reporter

Scouts camp at Waihe’e
Coastal Dunes & Wetland Refuge

S

COUTS FROM TROOP 40 HELD AN OVERNIGHTER
at the Waihe'e Coastal Dunes & Wetlands Refuge in
Waihe’e on April 28-29. Assistant Scoutmaster Steve
Gima would like to say thanks to the scouts for participating
in the overnighter! He reported that everyone had a lot of
fun eating and playing at the beach and streams but also
learned a little about cooking, wild animals, and native
plants! Thanks also to Uncle Chris, Uncle Jason, Uncle
Roddy, and Aunty Denise for transporting all of our equipment to/from WHM! And special thanks to Uncle Chris for
being an adult leader at the camp!

Steve, Cody, and Ty climb down the trail to begin exploring Waihe’e
Stream.

Scouts listen to “obake” (ghost) stories as they enjoy snacks before
“hitting the sack” and hearing strange noises outside their tent.

After setting up camp, scouts get ready to explore the dunes and wetlands in Waihe’e.

Scouts try to dam the stream with scraps of driftwood.

In the evening, Casyn and Noah built a pond by directing the flow of
spring water into their pond.

A study-session for the scouts is conducted by Assistant Scoutmaster
Steve Gima.
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Patrol Leaders Ceremony

Trent, Nariyuki, Cody, and Ty receive training from Kristine Tsukiyama.

Assistant Senior Patrol Leader Jonathan swears in new Patrol Leaders.

Senior Patrol Leader Michael swears in the rest of the Patrol Leader
Committee.

Scoutmaster David Merchant congratulates Michael on his election as
Senior Patrol Leader.

New members of the Troop 40 Patrol Leaders Committee: Caleb, Caden, Derek, Austin, Skye, William, Jonathan, Nick, Riley, Michael, Matthew, and Quinton.
“A WELCOMING SPIRIT GROWS OUR COMMUNITY TEMPLE”
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Dana project

TEMPLE ACTIVITIES
A message from Sandy Hirata, Yard Sale Chair

BWA members prepare the bentos, which will be delivered or picked up
by temple members as part of the Dana Project.

"A heartfelt thank you and gratitude goes out to all the Wailuku Hongwanji Buddhist Temple members and friends who supported our recent Yard Sale. Your efforts made it successful!”

On April 21, BWA members get ready to begin packing the bentos as
part of the Dana Project.

Supporting the Dana Project are members of the BWA who assisted in
the packing of the bentos that will be delivered.

At the Maui United Buddhist Women’s Association Spring Assembly,
BWA members from all temples participated in the “Spam Mania.” With
the help of the Jr. YBA members, they “built” the Eiffel Tower and the
pyramid, and spelled “BWA” using the donated Spam.

After the bentos were packed, Mae Omuro and Janet Kubota prepared
them for distribution.

Prior to attending the BWA Spring Assembly, members visited friends
at the Roselani Place. Helen Tanaka, Mary Tokumaru, Mary Uyeda,
and Florence Tanaka participated in a sing-along.
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Gakuen FIELD DAY

Students at the Japanese Language School work together to get the
tunnel to move forward during the Field Day.
Camryn gets ready to compete in
the donut eating contest during the
Field Day at Keopuolani Park.

Major is successful in eating his
donut on a string.

Divided into teams, Gakuen students listen to the instructions before competing in the “kick roll the ball” contest.

Tyler discovers that locating the watermelon is not as easy when one is
blindfolded and given just a stick to find it.

“Let the game begin!” Students began kicking the ball as teammates yell
encouragement to their team members.

The final contest at the Japanese Language School Field Day on April 21, at Keopuolani Park was the tug-of-war. The students and parents were divided into two teams as they huffed and puffed to see who was the better team.
“A WELCOMING SPIRIT GROWS OUR COMMUNITY TEMPLE”
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Infant presentation

Shoppers look for bargains at the Yard Sale, which was held on April 7.

Reverend Murakami performed the Infant Rites on April 29, for Tyzo
whose parents are Travis and Tess Texeira.

M o r e y a rd s a l e p h o t o s

Lori Munekiyo and Jodi Komine were part of the crew that worked as
cashiers at the Yard Sale.
Members prepare the Spam musubi for the Yard Sale; these are the
members who will be “taking OUR place!”

Members of the Judo Club give the “shaka sign” as they pack 16 quarts
with one pan of cooked chow fun.

Members of the Judo Club cook the chow fun for the yard sale project.

Nancy Shimoda, Mae Omuro, and Grace Hamasaki sold pickled items,
along with chow fun and Spam musubi.

Jodi Komine points to an outfit that is an outstanding bargain at the
Yard Sale on April 7.
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M a u i M a t s u ri a c t i vi t i e s

Carrie Fukuoka and Grace Hamasaki pack and weigh the cut green
onions while other members dry the onions for cutting.

Janet Inamasu, Toshiko Sugiki, Helen Ohigashi, Bette Nomura, Grace
Hamasaki, and Brian Hashiro cut the green onions.

Fred Toyama collects the green onions from Brian Hashiro and takes it
to the packers who packed 84 bags of onions

Project chair Sandy Matsuda likes to tell the volunteers that the rewards for helping is being served ono snacks.

Ed Tamanaha assists Faith Tengan with getting the noodles ready for
cookers at the Maui Matsuri project.

Preschool volunteers Kayuko Uyeno and Amy Kina ensure that they
pack 16 quarts of chow fun from one pan.

Helen Ohigashi, Nancy Shimoda, Frances Teshima, Celeste Rabang,
and Toshiko Sugiki pack their 16 quarts of chow fun.

JP Freitas, Herbert Kogasaka, Kirk Kurokawa, Ed Tamanaha, and
Jayson Kina were members of the five-men cooking team.
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Dis-n-Dat News
Quipotla and Chun express appreciation
to participants of Graduates Banquet



RADUATES’ BANQUET CO-COORDINATORS
Shelley Wong Quipotla and Joyce Chun would like
to express their appreciation to all the 2018 high
school graduates and their families who attended this year's
Graduates' Banquet.
This year's dinner was a success and could not have
been done without the support of many individuals. Heartfelt
thanks to all of the sponsors and donors. Your support is
greatly appreciated. The graduates were so fortunate to hear
words of wisdom and inspiration from Dr. Kelly Kawahara,
DDS, who was the guest speaker. Thank you to Grant Chun
for being a superb emcee as always and to Sharon Higa for
her assistance. Finally, we'd like to extend a special thank
you to Reverend Shinkai Murakami for his support and contribution to this year’s banquet.

Board of Directors in charge of Sunday Service on July 8



EMPLE MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO THE SPECIAL
Board of Directors’ Sunday Service on July 8, beginning at 8:00 a.m. Director of Religious Affairs
George Okamoto has made the following assignments:
Greeters ................................. George Okamoto, Eric Ikeuchi
Sergio Lugo, Rhonda Fosbinder
Registration/Sign-in........... Emiko Sakagawa, Lisa Toyomura
Kansho Bell .................................................Stanley Okamoto
Master of Ceremonies ...........................................Gary Murai
Incense Offering..................... Janet Kubota, Sandy Matsuda
Joan Tamori
Offertory Collection............ Paul Hiranaga, Ronald Fukumoto
Speaker......................................................Michael Munekiyo
Aspiration ............................................................Danny Topp
Kitchen Crew............................ Paul Gushiken, Faith Tengan
Aldon Mochida, Joyce Tamori
Shelley Quipotla
Photographer ............................................Franklin Hamasaki

Matsuda thanks Maui Matsuri workers and supporters

A

CTIVITY DIRECTOR SANDY MATSUDA WOULD like
to thank Kyodan and affiliate organization members
for their support of the Maui Matsuri, which was held
at the University of Hawaii Maui Campus on May 5. The
support in purchasing chow fun was appreciated.
She would like to thank the BWA members for preparing
the chow fun ingredients (green onions, bean sprouts, and
pork hash). A special thank you goes to the cooking and

packing crew who worked on Saturday afternoon. An exceptional mahalo to the crew who donated their time at the chow
fun booth at the UHMC. The commitment of everyone is
cherished by the Maui Matsuri Committee. This was another
successful fundraiser.
Editor’s Note: Found this article written by Reverend Yasuhiro Miyakawa of the Kelowna Buddhist Temple, Kelowna, Canada. I thought
his conclusion “One cannot go through this experience alone. Support
and sharing, with families and friends can make a difference and can
reduce the feelings of isolation and helplessness.” How true. How
fortunate we have the Dana Group at our temple.

Experiences of the Realities of Life
Spring is just around the corner, and there are signs of new
life that are beginning to emerge all around us. This is a special
month in which we celebrate the birth of Shakya-muni Buddha
who devoted much of his life to alleviating human suffering. He
said that suffering is the truth of life itself. During our human
lives, we experience the suffering of our family members as well
as ourselves. We all go through and deal with suffering and
pain—that is the essence of life.
Last year my mother passed away suddenly, and last
month we observed the one-year memorial of her death. As we
were having the Service many memories went through our
minds. During the latter part of her life, she had become frail.
This was a contrast to how she had been throughout her life.
Just a few years before her death, she had been independent,
but had major surgery. Since then, she had required home care
services in order to manage her day-to-day life. It was a sad and
painful perception to see her pain and stress, and the impact
that this had on all of us as well. Since I was no longer living in
Japan, I needed to find the best way for her to manage her life
and to receive home care services.
Over the past few years Japan has become a country, in
which one in every four people is in the Senior citizen category.
In my mother’s neighborhood, there were many seniors living
by themselves. Their children were far away, working in different cities, unable to take care of their parents. For the past few
years, I needed to find a suitable placement for my mother. I
went to Japan, and my mother and I visited many places and
saw many kinds of Senior’s residences that might be suited for
her.
We typically wish that our loved ones will live to have a
long life. However, with increasing age, the elderly often cannot
maintain themselves emotionally, physically and mentally. It is
painful to see the difficulties, and the reduced quality of life that
many seniors are now living. While I was there I heard many
stories from many people, describing their challenges with life.
The following is one of their stories about a couple who
were around 70 years old, both were retired elementary school
teachers. The wife was confined to a Care Home, and her husband of 40 years visited her every day without fail. Every time
he came to visit, he would sit with her, and say to her “mother, I
am here with you.” However, his wife was unable to answer
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him, since she had advanced Alzhei-mer’s and Parkinson’s
disease. She had lost most of her memory, was sad and depressed, and had significant difficulties with her physical abilities and her speech. There were no cures for her condition. Her
symptoms had begun in her mid-fifties, but now her ability to
talk and express herself was impossible.
Whenever her husband visited, he would try to interact with
her, playing music for her and some of the songs that she used
to love. He would gently tap her hand with the rhythm of the
music. She could feel his touch and would react by touching his
hand as well.
When he started taking care of her at first, he had felt sad
and dejected and would continually ask himself “Why us? Why
has this happened to us?” However, gradually his feelings had
changed. He would think to himself, “I am so grateful to be able
to spend some quiet time with my wife. That is all that is important to me.”
At first, around ten years ago, he began to notice that she
was easily upset, and she would repeatedly ask “What did I do
yesterday?” When out shopping, she used to buy the same
things time-after-time, although we already had more than
enough at home. Her health had become worse, and there
were many doctor visits. She was told that she had a physical
instability with her balance, but I knew that things were much
worse than that.
For several years, the husband suspected that his wife had
dementia, but she was able to carry on with many of her usual
household activities. She was a good artist, and often would
draw beautiful pictures. He would wonder “maybe then there is
nothing wrong, maybe my fears are unfounded.” After she
stopped working, she started writing a diary, but he didn’t discover that until later. Within the diary, she wrote lists about her
own job responsibilities over the years, as well as detailed information about her relatives. Her husband wondered if this
might have reflected her fears over losing her memory. At one
time, he recalled how she wept on the way home from the hospital saying “my life is over,” Her delusions and the tremors
from her Parkinson’s became gradually worse, and he would
often take days off from his job to spend time with her. When
the couple was younger, in their 30’s, they had looked after the
wife’s father, who had dementia and at that time they had said
to one another “if we develop dementia in the future, let us try
to take care of each other.” In those days the husband sincerely wanted to take care of his wife. However, when the time
came, it became almost intolerable. Her condition was worse
than he had ever expected. He felt sad and lonely with no place
to turn.
I believe that many families have gone through similar situations. In Canada, 1.1 million people have been directly or indirectly affected by dementia. In Japan, the figure is around 4.6
million. This disease is life-changing for the person affected, as
well as for their family and friends.
With spiritual strength we can walk through the realities of
coping with this kind of suffering and pain. One cannot go
through this experience alone. Support and sharing, with fami-

lies and friends can make a difference and can reduce the feelings of isolation and helplessness.
Amida Buddha surrounds all of us with infinite love and
compassion. He will never leave us alone. His calling voice will
reach out to us in the midst of many of these sad realities of
life.
In Gassho, Rev. Yasuhiro Miyakawa
Editor’s Note: Found the following item while looking for something
else. I copied it because it made me think about us humans, but I can’t
remember where I found it. Credit is being given to Alan Watts.

Something to think about
At times almost all of us envy the animals.
They suffer and die, but they do not seem to
make a "problem" of it. Their lives seem to have
so few complications. They eat when they are
hungry and sleep when they are tired, and instinct
rather than anxiety seems to govern their few
preparations for the future.
As far as we can judge, every animal is so
busy with what he is doing at the moment that it
never enters his head to ask whether life has
meaning or a future. For the animals, happiness
consists in enjoying life in the immediate
present—not in the assurance that there is a
whole future of joys ahead of him.
Alan Watts, The Wisdom of Insecurity: A Message for an
Age of Insecurity

Members & Friends!
Because Donated Items
for the Yard Sale have
become a Fire Hazard in
the storage area, it is
with regret that we are
NOT ABLE to accept donations at this time!
Buddha’s Quote

“Nothing can harm you as much as your
own thoughts unguarded.”
“Each Morning we are born again. What we
do today is what matters most.”
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Business Manager’s Message
By Franklin Hamasaki

New office door and mailbox

T

hanks to the donations of the Kurisu ohana, a new door
has been installed for the office in memory of the late Noboru and Jane Kurisu. The old door could not be repaired
because the fixtures were obsolete.
The new door has a mail slot. Members, along with the mailman, may drop-off their mail or other business documents through
the mail slot even if the office is closed.

It has been one year



T HAS BEEN ONE YEAR SINCE WE BEGAN USING plastic seals to seal our temple’s newsletter. What we discovered was that sealing the newsletter was better than stapling
the newsletter; however, the seals were not easy to break. I had
to use the scissors to open my newsletter. Beginning with our
May issue (last month), we changed the seals to paper seals—it
can be torn just like paper. This will make it easier for our members to open their newsletter. We hope you like it. We are trying
to please our members.

Thanks for your support

A

COUPLE OF YEARS AGO, WE SAW A “WISH LIST” in
another temple’s newsletter. We thought it was a great
idea to create our own list and ask our members to donate
these items--items that we use often. These are things that we
use in the office, in the kitchen, and for temple activities. Guess
what? Our members came through.
Because of the success, we now have some items that we
have to date; we need to rotate them. For example, we did not
have to purchase canned Spam for the Yard Sale. We used our
members’ donation. Our plates are foam sometime and paper
sometime. Both are okay. Have not heard anyone complain.
Your support is appreciated.

Wish List
(Items our temple could use)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forever Postage Stamps
Ziploc Bags (sandwich, quart, gallon size)
33 Gal. Trash Bags
Paper Towels
Forks, Heavy Wt. plastic; Hashi (chop sticks)
6” and 7” Dessert Plates; 12 oz. Bowls
Napkins
Tawashi (scrubbers) – small and large
Spam to make Spam musubi
Dawn or Joy dish-washing soap
Bottled Water
Avery 5160 Address Labels

acknowledgments
KYODAN
Izutsu, Amy (Yamagata Family) – In memory of Molly Tokunaga
Kawahara, Hideo & Joyce – In memory of Molly Tokunaga
and Harry Furomoto
Kawahara, Hideo & Joyce – In memory of Betty Oura, Larry
Honda, and Clara Sodetani’s birthday
Kawamata, Stanley & Harriet
Kunimitsu, Lester
Kuwae, Stella – In memory of Shirley Yokouchi
Murakami, Patrick – In memory of Jessie Murakami
Nakama, Leebrick G. & Irene B. – In memory of James
“Moon” Kauhane
Texeira, Travis – Infant Rites for Tyzo Takeo Texeira
Toyama, Betty & Raymond – In memory of Shirley Yokouchi
Yamaguchi, Marvin & Wendy – In memory of Tsugio and
Lillian Yamaguchi
Yamashiro, Henry & Betty – In memory of Molly Tokunaga
Yanagi, Stanley T. & Susan N.
Yokoyama, Elaine – In memory of Shirley Yokouchi
NOKOTSUDO
Bal, Eugene & Beryl – In memory of Hideo Murakami
Choi, George & Wendy – In memory of Katsumi Hanada
Hamasaki, Frank & Elaine – In memory of Jack Hamasaki
Hanada, Fumie – In memory of Katsumi Hanada
Honda, Cary & Sharon – In memory of James Honda
Kawahara, Daniel S. & Gail M. – In memory of Katsumi Hanada
Kawamata, Stanley & Harriet
Kusuda, Itsuyo – In memory of Isami Kusuda
Kusuda, Itsuyo – In memory of Hideo Murakami
Tomimoto, Nancy – In memory of Tom Tomimoto
Van Sant, Rayna S. – In memory of Kawabe Family
OFFICE DOOR REPLACEMENT
Kawahara, Hideo & Joyce – In memory of Jane Kurisu
Kurisu, Carol Mae – In memory of Jane Kurisu
Matsuda, Velma – In memory of Jane Kurisu
Nagoshi, Ryan – In memory of Jane Kurisu
BUDDHIST WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Hozaki, Carolyn – 10# Sugar
Kawamata, Stanley & Harriet
Wilkinson, Charlotte
GOTAN-E
Kuwae, Stella
Sato, Yoshio & Michiko
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OFUSE

HONOTOMO (Newsletter)

Furomoto, Ohana – In memory of Harry Furomoto
Kakinami, Roy & Joyce – In memory of Fusako Fujimoto
Koja, Jane & Irving – In memory of Joan Tomokiyo
Marunaka, James & Susan – In memory of Ayako Marunaka
Nikaido, Jo Ann – In memory of Jerel Nikaido
Oishi, Caroline – In memory of Hiroshi Oishi
Okamoto, George – In memory of Janet Okamoto
Okamoto, Lance – In memory of Kaname Okamoto
Okamoto, Stanley – In memory of Janet Okamoto
Otsubo, Sharon – In memory of Yoshiyuki Imai
Oura, Michael – In memory of Betty Oura
Shimomura, Dayni E. – In memory of Molly Tokunaga
Takayama, Jason – In memory of Tracy Takayama
Toyama, Brandon, Kari & Nikki – In memory of Michiko
Toyama
Jan, Ratte & Karla Tamashiro – In memory of Mollie Tamshiro
Tamashiro, Norma Jean – In memory of Ronald Tamashiro
Thompson, Shelby – In memory of Shina Mainaga
Tomita, Helen – In memory of Hisako Tamiya
Toyama, Arlene & Frederick – In memory of Michiko Toyama
Toyama, Cori – In memory of Michiko Toyama
Toyama, Patricia – In memory of Michiko Toyama

Kawamata, Stanley & Harriet

OFFERTORY

SOCIAL HALL
Lions Clubs of Maui
Machida & Associates
Wailuku Federal Credit Union

Hoji Memorial Services (June)
Date

Name
st

June 3
June 5
June 7
June 12
June 14
June 15
June 4
June 6
June 26
June 12
June 24
June 13

Cabanilla, Masako
Godfrey, Matthew & Lea
Komine, Shane & Jodi
Shimabuku, Thelma
Wilkinson, Lyle & Charlotte
Wong, Jr., Wesley & Marie

June 5
June 13

1 Year – 2017
Miyamoto, Harriette Eiko (EI KI)
Hirose, Toshiko (JO GE)
Suematsu, Kikuyo (HO RAKU)
Hedani, William Mitsuo (SHO DO)
Yamagata, Elaine Reiko (SHO DO)
Endo, Joyce Sumako (JUN SHIN)
3rd Year – 2016
Imoto, Mitsugi (JUN SHIN)
Uyeno, Hiroshi (KO SHO)
7th Year – 2012
Sato, Masao (SOKU SHO)
13th Year – 2006
Kitagawa, Terumi (MYO SHO)
Tarui, Minoru (HO JITSU)
17th Year – 2000
Yokouchi, Tagako (MYO GA)
50th Year – 1969
Furomoto, Masao (SHO SHIN)
Yonamine, Matsusan (HO REI)

PROJECT DANA
Hiraga, Gwen - Cabbages
YARD SALE
Tamiya, Earl – Orchid Plants
WISH LIST
Okamoto, George – 3 cans of coffee, 1 case of coffee filters
– In memory of Kazuo Sugiki.
YESS CAMP
Maui United Buddhist Women’s Association
PROJECT DANA
Higa, Russell & Wendy
Tanaka, Florence
OHIGAN
Shoda, Yukimi

Deepest Sympathy
The Wailuku Hongwanji Mission extends deepest sympathy and condolence to the families of the
following:
Kaname Okamoto (SAI SHO) Age 92, 23 Ua
Street, Wailuku; passed away on April 2, 2018.
Mollie Aiko Tamashiro (JI ON) Age 77, Kalama Heights, Kihei; passed away on April 23, 2018.
Ayako Marunaka (WA JUN) Age 95, 290 Mokapu Street, Kahului; passed away on April 14,
2018.
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Drive carefully on campus
Summer fun begins on
Tuesday June 5, 2018

Please Come to the General Cleanup on
Sunday, July 22, 2018 at7:00 a.m. Our
temple’s Obon is on August 3-4 2018
“A WELCOMING SPIRIT GROWS OUR COMMUNITY TEMPLE”
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